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Yale, Stanford alumni to aid Belmar students
in literacy, math
By Haley Behre

BELMAR — Belmar Elementary kindergartners to second-graders will soon be learning from some of the
brightest in the country through the Day of Service Beyond the Farm program hosted by Yale and Stanford
alumni.

According to Lisa Hannah, assistant principal and director of curriculum, after Hurricane Sandy, Councilwoman
Jennifer Nicolay had been contacted by several volunteer organizations that were looking to help the town and
Belmar Elementary School — and Yale and Stanford alumni were among them.

On May 11, Yale and Stanford alumni will come to Belmar Elementary School for one day through the Day of
Service Beyond the Farm program to tutor kindergarten to second-grade students.

The Day of Service Beyond the Farm program is providing an opportunity for volunteers to do service work with
other alumni in various communities, said Lise Pfeiffer Chapman, chair of the Yale Day of Service program and
site coordinator of the Belmar School District tutoring and mentoring program.

About 50 kindergarten to second-grade Belmar Elementary students, who have been identified through
assessments as in need of assistance with literacy and math, have been chosen, Ms. Hannah said.

The 15 or so volunteers will work in small groups to help them in literacy and math.
Lunch will be provided. After lunch, the volunteers will mentor the students and
discuss how important education is, Ms. Chapman said.

They will “basically break bread and chat and tell stories and have people be who
they are in the careers they are in,” she said.

The volunteers will be trained on how to give individual support in the subject areas.

Ms. Hannah said kindergarten to second grade was selected for the aid because
research has revealed that schools need to make the effort to close the reading and

achievement gap by third grade because the gap grows significantly beyond that.

“Belmar has a significant portion of students from economic disadvantaged homes and non-native English
speaking backgrounds,” which provides challenges to teaching and learning, Ms. Hannah said.

Belmar Elementary’s hope is that this pilot program will increase the academic and social competencies in
kindergarten to second grade.

According to Ms. Chapman, the “goal is not just a one-day” event, but to make the program sustainable.

Ms. Hannah said she hopes the program extends beyond May 11 to a weekly Saturday program, or at the very
least a bi-monthly program.
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